Abstract. We define the notion of a commutator socle-regular Abelian p-group. After establishing some crucial properties of commutator socle-regularity, we investigate its relationship with socle-regularity, strong socle-regularity and projection socle-regularity.
Introduction
Throughout our discussion we shall focus on additively written Abelian p-groups, where p is a prime fixed for the rest of the present paper, although many of the topics we investigate can be considered in a much wider context. The notion of a fully invariant subgroup of a group is, of course, a classical notion in algebra, as is the weaker notion of a characteristic subgroup. Kaplansky devoted a section of his famous "Little Red Book" [16] to the study of such subgroups and, arising from this, he introduced the much-studied classes of transitive and fully transitive groupssee, for example, [3, 4, 10] . Recall that a group G is said to be transitive (respectively, fully transitive) if given x; y 2 G with Ulm sequences U G .x/ D U G .y/ (respectively, U G .x/ Ä U G .y/), there exists an automorphism (respectively, an endomorphism) such that .x/ D y. But there are several other weaker notions which have been of interest: recall that a subgroup H of a group G is said to be projection invariant in G if .H / Ä H for all idempotent endomorphisms of G -see, for instance, [8, 9, 13, 18] -while a subgroup H of G is said to be commutator invariant in G if OE ; .H / Ä H for all ; 2 E.G/, where, as usual, OE ; denotes the additive commutator . These two notions are independent of each other; in fact, there is a commutator invariant subgroup that is not projection invariant, and a projection invariant subgroup which is not commutator invariant. For the first case, consider the group A D hai˚hbi such that o.a/ D p and o.b/ D p 3 with a proper subgroup H D ha C pbi. It was established in [2] that H is commutator invariant in A but not a fully invariant subgroup. With the aid of [18] we also deduce that H is not projection invariant in A because in finite groups full invariance and projection invariance coincide. For the second case, the group G of Example 3.2 below will suffice; see the note immediately following the proof of Example 3.3 as well.
In [5, 6] the authors generalized the classes of transitive and fully transitive groups by focusing on the possible socles of characteristic and fully invariant subgroups (see [7] too). In [8] full invariance was replaced by projection invariance and the current work continues this theme by replacing full invariance with commutator invariance. Our interest in this was sparked by the timely appearance of Chekhlov's interesting paper [2] .
In Section 2 we show that in relation to commutator socle-regularity, one can restrict attention to reduced groups: if A D D˚R, where D is divisible and R is reduced, then A is commutator socle-regular if, and only if, R is commutator socleregular -Theorem 2.6. Using realization results of Corner, we establish a useful method of constructing groups whose commutator socle-regularity is precisely determined by that of its first Ulm subgroup. We then exploit this result to show, inter alia, that for groups G with G=p˛G totally projective and˛< ! 2 , commutator socle-regularity of G is determined by that of p˛G -Theorem 2.12; on the other hand we construct groups G; K with p ! G D p ! K but K is commutator socle-regular while G is not -Example 2.13.
In Section 3 we relate the various notions of socle-regularity that have previously been investigated ( [5, 6, 8] ) with commutator socle-regularity. Our principal results show that the notions are equivalent when the group involved is the direct sum of at least two copies of a fixed group -Theorem 3.5 -but we provide examples showing that the notions are, in fact, different in general. It follows easily from this that summands of commutator socle-regular groups need not be commutator socle-regular -Corollary 3.7. However, we also show that the addition of a separable summand to a group does not influence commutator socle-regularityTheorem 3.8.
Our interest here will focus on the Abelian p-groups involved but we should point out that a ring-theoretic perspective is also possible: Kaplansky [17] raised the notion of rings in which every element is a sum of additive commutatorsthe so-called commutator rings. These too have been the subject of a great deal of interest; see, e.g., the recent significant work of Mesyan [19] .
We re-iterate that all groups throughout the current paper are additively written Abelian p-groups, where p is an arbitrary but fixed prime. Our notation and terminology not explicitly stated herein are standard and follow mainly those in [11] . As usual, E.G/ denotes the endomorphism ring of a group G. We close this introduction by recalling an important result of A. L. S. Corner [3, Theorem 6 .1] which we shall use repeatedly in the sequel: If H is a countable bounded p-group andˆis a countable subring of E.H /, then H may be imbedded as the subgroup p ! G of a p-group G such that E.G/ acts on H asˆand with the property that each 2ˆextends to an endomorphism of G. The mapping 7 ! may even be taken as a semigroup homomorphism between the respective multi-783 plicative semigroups of the rings; we shall need this semigroup property only in Example 3.3. We shall also exploit the groups constructed by Corner using this imbedding result: there is a fully transitive non-transitive p-group with first Ulm subgroup elementary of countably infinite rank and a transitive 2-group which is not fully transitive having a finite first Ulm subgroup which is the direct sum of cycles of order 2 and 8 -see [4, and [12] for further details.
The construction of examples in this area invariably leads one to considerable amounts of reasonably straightforward but somewhat laborious calculations. These calculations have been recorded separately in an Appendix in order not to interfere with the presentation of results.
The class of commutator socle-regular groups
In this section we investigate some of the fundamental properties of commutator socle-regular groups; we begin with the appropriate definitions.
Clearly each fully invariant subgroup is commutator invariant, whereas the converse fails (see, e.g., [2] ). Nevertheless, in some concrete situations, commutator invariant subgroups are fully invariant. Specifically, the following result from [2] holds:
G for some group G, where jI j > 1. Then in A any commutator invariant subgroup is fully invariant.
Proof. We outline an alternative approach to that in [2] , utilizing Mesyan's result [19] and some standard matrix representation. Let H be an arbitrary commutator invariant subgroup of A. If jI j is infinite, then every element of E.A/ is a sum of commutators -see [19, Theorem 13] -and so if H is commutator invariant, it is then certainly fully invariant.
Suppose then that A D L n i D1 G i , n > 1, where each G i Š G, say. Let E ij .s/ be the n n matrix over the ring S D E.G/ with ij th -entry equal to s and all other entries zero. Recall that an arbitrary endomorphism of A can be represented as an n n matrix over S , Now E n1 .d / is a commutator, so if .g 1 ; : : : ; g n / t 2 H -we are writing elements of G as column vectors and using . / t to denote transposes -then it follows that the matrix product E n1 .d /:.g 1 ; : : : ; g n / t D .0; : : : ; 0; dg 1 / t is also an element of H . However, the matrix obtained by interchanging the first and last columns of the identity matrix and 0 elsewhere is also a commutator:
It follows immediately that diag¹d; 0; : : : ; 0º:.g 1 ; : : : ; g n / t D .dg 1 ; 0; : : : ; 0/ t 2 H and so H has the required invariance property.
The next result is elementary and we state it without proof for convenience of reference; the content also appears in [2] . (ii) If A is fully invariant in B and B is a commutator invariant subgroup of C , then A is commutator invariant in C .
Motivated by similar definitions used previously in [5, 6, 8] , we introduce the following: Definition 2.4. A group G is said to be commutator socle-regular if, for each commutator invariant subgroup C of G, there exists an ordinal˛(depending on C ) such that C OEp D .p˛G/OEp.
Our first observation is that the property of being commutator socle-regular is inherited by certain subgroups. Proposition 2.5. If G is a commutator socle-regular group, then so is pˇG for all ordinalsˇ.
Proof. Let C be a commutator-invariant subgroup of pˇG. Since the latter is fully invariant in G, it follows from Lemma 2.3 that C is commutator invariant On commutator socle-regular Abelian p-groups 785 in G. Consequently, there is an ordinal˛such that C OEp D .p˛G/OEp. Intersecting both sides of the last equality with pˇG, we obtain that C OEp D .p G/OEp where D max.˛;ˇ/. But we have DˇC ı for some ı 0, so that we can write C OEp D .p ı .pˇG//OEp, as required.
The next result allows us to restrict our attention hereafter to reduced groups. Theorem 2.6. The following statements hold:
(ii) Let A D D˚R be a group, where D is a divisible subgroup and R is a reduced subgroup. Then A is commutator socle-regular if, and only if, R is commutator socle-regular.
Proof. (ii) "Necessity". Suppose that C is an arbitrary commutator invariant subgroup of R. We claim that D˚C is then a commutator invariant subgroup of A. Assuming we have established this, it follows that
for some ordinal˛. Thus it readily follows that C OEp D .p˛R/OEp. Hence it remains only to establish the claim.
Since endomorphisms of A have matrix representations as upper triangular matrices, an easy calculation shows that any commutator homomorphism in E.A/ must have the form
Since C is commutator invariant in R, it follows easily that .D˚C / Ä D˚C , as required. "Sufficiency". Given that K is an arbitrary commutator invariant subgroup of A, [2, Theorem 2] ensures that K has one of the forms K D D˚C or K D DOEp t ˚C for some t 2 N [ ¹0º, where in both cases C is a commutator invariant subgroup of R. In the first case,
as desired. For the second case we have
as required.
Note. For the remainder of the paper, we shall assume that all groups being discussed, unless explicitly stated to the contrary, are reduced.
We shall make use of the following technical lemma in our next result. Proof. Since A is a finite group, it has the exchange property -see, e.g., [11, The-
Case (1):
So in this case we have
We now consider the cases separately:
Suppose H is an arbitrary subgroup of G. Let˛D min¹h G .y/ W y 2 H OEpº and write˛D min G .H OEp/; the inclusion H OEp Ä .p˛G/OEp clearly holds. Our next result illustrates some elementary but useful properties of the function min G . Proposition 2.8. If C is a commutator-invariant subgroup of the group G and
Proof. Suppose that C is an arbitrary commutator-invariant subgroup of G and min G .C OEp/ D n, a finite integer. Therefore, there is an element x 2 C OEp such that h G .x/ D n and so x D p n y where y is the generator of a direct summand of G, say G D hyi˚G 1 ; see [11, Corollary 27.2] . Let z 2 .p n G/OEpn.p nC1 G/OEp, so that we write z D p n w for some element w of height zero; thus G D hwi˚G 2 . Notice that hwi Š Z.p nC1 / Š hyi. By Lemma 2.7, there is a commutator endomorphism f of G such that f .y/ D w or f .y/ D w sy. Thus we have that f .x/ D vz or f .x/ D z sx for some s. Since x 2 C and C is commutator invariant in G, either z 2 C or z sx 2 C ; in either case we can conclude that z 2 C .
If now z 0 is an arbitrary element of .p nC1 G/OEp, then
we certainly have C OEp Ä .p n G/OEp and so we obtain the desired equality
Proposition 2.9. Any large subgroup of a reduced commutator socle-regular group is also commutator socle-regular.
Proof. Let C be a commutator invariant subgroup of a large subgroup L of a commutator socle-regular group G. If min L .C OEp/ is finite, n say, then it follows from Proposition 2.8 that C OEp D .p n L/OEp. If min L .C OEp/ is infinite, then so also is min G .C OEp/, thus C OEp Ä .pˇG/OEp for some infinite ordinalˇ. However, utilizing Lemma 2.3, C is commutator invariant in G as well, so C OEp D .p˛G/OEp for some ordinal˛and it is immediate that˛ ˇis infinite. It follows from [1] or [20, Section 46 .1] that p˛G D p˛L, whence C OEp D .p˛L/OEp. Thus L is commutator socle-regular, as claimed.
An examination of the proof of the proposition above shows that the result holds for any fully invariant subgroup F of a group G having the property that p ! F D p ! G (compare also the difference with Example 2.13 below).
Our next proposition is somewhat technical but will enable us to deduce some interesting consequences. Proof. The necessity follows from Proposition 2.5 above.
Conversely, suppose that H is commutator socle-regular and let C be an arbitrary commutator invariant subgroup of G. If min G .C OEp/ is finite, then it follows from Proposition 2.8 that C OEp D .p n G/OEp for some finite n. If min G .C OEp/ is infinite, then C OEp Ä H . We claim that C OEp is actually a commutator invariant subgroup of H . Assuming this for the moment, we conclude, as H is commutator socle-regular, that C OEp D .p˛H /OEp for some ordinal˛and hence
x/ 2 C OEp since C is a commutator invariant subgroup of G which in turn makes C OEp commutator invariant in G. Since f was an arbitrary commutator in E.H /, we conclude that C OEp is a commutator invariant subgroup of H , as claimed.
In the proof of our next theorem we shall need an easy extension of a wellknown result on extending automorphisms from the subgroup p n G, n an integer, to automorphisms of the whole group G. It is possible to prove this directly using a modification of the argument in [11, Proposition 113 .3] but we give here a simple argument which utilizes the result for automorphisms given by Fuchs.
Lemma 2.11. If n is finite and is an arbitrary endomorphism of the subgroup p n G of G, then extends to an endomorphism of G.
Proof.
Consider the group H D G˚G and note that p n H D p n G˚p n G. Regard endomorphisms of H as 2 2 matrices over E.G/ and endomorphisms of p n H as 2 2 matrices over E.p n G/. Let 2 E.p n G/ be arbitrary. Then
is an endomorphism of p n H which is easily seen to actually be an automorphism. Set D˛, an endomorphism of the group G, and note that p n G D˛ p n G, as required.
Our next result indicates, inter alia, that the class of commutator socle-regular groups is quite large.
Theorem 2.12. The following statements hold.
then G is commutator socle-regular.
(ii) A group G is commutator socle-regular if, and only if, p n G is commutator socle-regular for some n 2 N.
(iii) If G is a group such that G=p˛G is totally projective for some ordinal < ! 2 , then G is commutator socle-regular if, and only if, p˛G is commutator socle-regular.
(iv) Totally projective groups of length < ! 2 are commutator socle-regular.
Proof. Statement (i) follows immediately from Proposition 2.10 and the observation that in either case the endomorphisms of p ! G are scalars and hence give rise in a natural way to the desired semigroup homomorphism.
The necessity in statement (ii) follows directly from Proposition 2.5. The proof of sufficiency is similar to the proof of Proposition 2.10; let K be a commutatorinvariant subgroup of G and if min G .KOEp/ is finite, say m, then with the aid of Proposition 2.8 we may write KOEp D .p m G/OEp, as required. Otherwise, if we have min G .KOEp/ !, then clearly KOEp Ä p ! G Ä p n G. We assert that KOEp is a commutator-invariant subgroup of p n G. This follows as in Proposition 2.10 using Lemma 2.11 to deduce that endomorphisms of p n G extend to endomorphisms of G. Since p n G is commutator socle-regular, we have KOEp D .p˛.p n G//OEp for some ordinal˛. Consequently, KOEp D .p nC˛G /OEp and G is commutator socleregular, as desired.
We will establish (iii) by first considering the case˛D !. In this special case the proof follows from Proposition 2.10 and the observation that as G=p ! G is to-tally projective, it follows from [15, Theorem 2] that every endomorphism of p ! G extends to an endomorphism of G, thereby giving the extension property required to apply Proposition 2.10.
Suppose now the ordinal˛has the form˛D ! m for some 1 < m < !. Since the group p˛G D p ! m G D p ! .p ! .m 1/ G/ is commutator socle-regular and the quotient G=p˛G D G=p ! m G is totally projective, whence so is the quotient p ! .m 1/ .G=p˛G/ D p ! .m 1/ G=p ! m G, we apply the preceding case˛D ! for A D p ! .m 1/ G to derive that p ! .m 1/ G is commutator socle-regular. Moreover, as G=p˛G is totally projective so also is G=pˇG for anyˇ<˛. Thus, after m 1 steps, we deduce that p ! G is commutator socle-regular and G=p ! G is a direct sum of cyclic groups. Again by what we have shown in the previous paragraph, G will be commutator socle-regular, finishing this case.
Finally, consider the case where˛D ! m C n with m; n < !. Since the group p˛G D p ! mCn G D p n .p ! m G/ is commutator socle-regular, we can conclude from (ii) above that the same holds for p ! m G. As already observed, if G=p˛G is totally projective, then so also is G=p ! m G. We therefore may employ the previous step to conclude that G is commutator socle-regular, indeed.
Part (iv) follows immediately from (iii) by choosing˛to be the length of G.
Our next example shows that one cannot extend part (i) of the preceding theorem even to the situation where p ! G is an elementary group of rank 2. Proof. Let H D hai˚hbi, where each of a; b is of order p. Letˆdenote the subring of E.H / consisting (in the usual matrix representation) of the 2 2 upper triangular matrices over the field of p elements. A straightforward calculation gives that any commutator inˆis strictly upper triangular, i.e., the diagonal entries are also 0. Applying [3, Theorem 6.1], we find a group G with p ! G D H such that E.G/ acts on p ! G asˆ. Consequently, if is any commutator in E.G/, then acts on p ! G as a strictly upper triangular matrix. In particular, any commutator maps the subgroup hai to 0 and so hai is commutator invariant. But clearly hai D haiOEp cannot have the form .p˛G/OEp for any ordinal˛and hence G is not commutator socle-regular.
The construction of K is similar, but this time we takeˆto be the full endomorphism ring of H . An application of [3, Theorem 6.1] yields a group K with p ! K D H and a function . / from E.H / ! E.K/ with the properties required to apply Proposition 2.10. Since the finite group H is certainly commutator socleregular, it follows immediately from Proposition 2.10 that K is also commutator socle-regular. We remark that it is possible to give a much simpler example than the group G constructed above -for instance, the commutative subring of diagonal matrices would suffice -but, as we shall have need of this particular example later, we have chosen to give this slightly more complicated construction here.
The various classes of socle-regularity
In previous works the authors have considered various notions of socle-regularity. These notions have a great degree of similarity since they may be defined in a common way as follows:
A group G is said to be -socle-regular if every -subgroup P of G has the property that P OEp D .p˛G/OEp for some ordinal˛.
When -subgroup corresponds to fully invariant (characteristic) subgroup, we get the notions that were called socle-regular (strongly socle-regular) groups in [5, 6] ; when -subgroup corresponds to projection invariant (commutator invariant) subgroup, we get the notion of projectively socle-regular (commutator socleregular) groups introduced in [8] and the present work respectively.
It is easy to see that the class of socle-regular groups contains each of the other three classes. In this section we investigate the relationships between these different classes; recall that it follows from examples given in [6, 8] that the strongly socle-regular and projectively socle-regular classes are properly contained in the class of socle-regular groups. It was also established in [5] that fully transitive groups are socle-regular, while in [6] that transitive groups are strongly socleregular.
Our first example shows that the class of commutator socle-regular groups is also properly contained in the class of socle-regular groups.
Example 3.1. There is a transitive (and hence strongly socle-regular) group which is neither commutator socle-regular nor projectively socle-regular.
Proof. Let G be the transitive non-fully transitive group constructed as in [4] . Recall that G is a 2-group with 2 ! G D hai˚hbi D A, where o.a/ D 2, o.b/ D 8 and the restriction of E.G/ to A, E.G/ A Dˆ, whereˆis the subring generated by the automorphisms of A. This group has thoroughly been investigated in [12] ; note that the elements ofˆcan be described by two families ¹Â i º and ¹ j º with the parameters 1 Ä i; j Ä 4 and 2 ¹˙1;˙3º, 2 ¹0;˙1; 2º. The images of the element a underˆare restricted to the possibilities 0; a; 4b; a C 4b and then a straightforward, but somewhat laborious, calculation -see the Appendix for details -shows that every commutator of the form OE˛;ˇ with˛;ˇ2ˆmaps a 7 ! 0. We claim that hai is commutator invariant in G. For if OE ; ı is any commutator in E.G/, then OE ; ı.a/ D OE˛;ˇ.a/ for some˛;ˇ2ˆand so, by the previous observation, we have OE ; ı.a/ D 0. So hai is certainly a commutator invariant subgroup of G. However, a direct computation shows that haiOE2 D hai is not equal to any of the subgroups .2 ! G/OE2; .2 !C1 G/OE2; .2 !C2 G/OE2 and since hai cannot be of the form .2 n G/OE2 for any finite n, we conclude that haiOE2 ¤ .2 G/OE2 for any ordinal and so G is not commutator socle-regular.
However, G is transitive and hence, by [6, Theorem 4] , it is strongly socleregular; moreover, it follows from [8, Proposition 1.13] that G is not projectively socle-regular.
Our next two examples demonstrate that the classes of commutator socleregular, projectively socle-regular groups and strongly socle-regular groups are distinct.
Example 3.2. There exists a fully transitive commutator socle-regular group that is neither projectively socle-regular nor strongly socle-regular.
Proof. Suppose that G is the example constructed by Corner in [4] of a non-transitive fully transitive group with
and having the property that E.G/ p ! G Dˆacts as a dense algebra of endomorphisms of H . We claim that G is commutator socle-regular. To see this, let C be an arbitrary commutator invariant subgroup of the group G. If min C OEp is finite, then with Proposition 2.8 at hand we have C OEp D .p n G/OEp for some finite integer n; if not, then we have C OEp Ä .p ! G/OEp. Now suppose that 0 ¤ c 2 C OEp and let x be an arbitrary element of .p ! G/OEp which is linearly independent of c. It is straightforward to show that there is a commutator 2 E.hci˚hxi/ with .c/ D x; say D fg gf for f; g 2 E.hci˚hxi/. Now, as observed by Corner [4, p. 19] , the density property ofˆmeans that every endomorphism of a finite subgroup of p ! G extends to an endomorphism of G; in particular f; g extend to mappings f 0 ; g 0 of G and so there is a commutator
Since C OEp is obviously commutator invariant in G, it follows that x 2 C OEp. Consequently, if the socle of an arbitrary commutator invariant subgroup of G is contained in p ! G, then it must equal p ! G itself. It now follows immediately that G is commutator socle-regular.
However, G is not projectively socle-regular -see [8, Proposition 1.7] as well as it is not strongly socle-regular -see [6, Theorem 2.3].
Example 3.3. There is a projectively socle-regular group (and hence strongly socle-regular p-group for p > 2) which is not commutator socle-regular.
Proof. We utilize the group G constructed previously in Example 2.13 having p ! G D H D hai˚hbi, where each of a; b is of order p and where E.G/ acts on H as the subringˆof E.H / consisting (in the usual matrix representation) of the 2 2 upper triangular matrices over the field of p elements. We have seen in that example that G is not commutator socle-regular.
We claim, however, that G is projectively socle-regular. Observe firstly that the only idempotent matrices inˆare the trivial zero and identity matrices along with the four matrices 1 D
Now suppose that 0 ¤ P is a projection invariant subgroup of G. If min G P OEp is finite, then we have P OEp D .p n G/OEp for some finite n by [8, Proposition 1.1]. If min G P OEp is infinite, then P OEp is a projection invariant subgroup of the group H D p ! G. It follows from Corner's construction that if is an idempotent inˆ, then the corresponding extension 2 E.G/ is also an idempotent, since the mapping . / is actually a semigroup homomorphism from the multiplicative semigroup of E.H / to that of E.G/, and H D . Since P OEp is projection invariant in both p ! G and G, it follows that i .P OEp/ Ä P OEp for 1 Ä i Ä 4.
Let .0; 0/ ¤ .ua; vb/ 2 P OEp, where u; v are integers. If both u; v ¤ 0, then applying 1 and 3 to the element .ua; vb/ gives us that both .ua; 0/ and .0; vb/ belong to P OEp and it follows readily that P OEp must then be all of H , i.e., we have P OEp D .p ! G/OEp. If u D 0; v ¤ 0, then applying 4 to .0; vb/ we get that the element .va; 0/, and hence also .a; 0/, belongs to P OEp; this again implies that P OEp D H D H OEp. If finally u ¤ 0; v D 0, then an identical argument using 2 yields the same result. In summary, we deduce that P OEp D .p ! G/OEp, and G is therefore projectively socle-regular, as required.
By taking p 6 D 2, we obtain with [8, Proposition 1.5] at hand that G is strongly socle-regular, as asserted.
Note that it follows immediately that the group in Example 3.2 has a projection invariant subgroup which is not commutator invariant, while the group in Example 3.3 has a commutator invariant subgroup which is not projection invariant.
Our final example shows that full transitivity is not enough to ensure commutator socle-regularity; our construction is given as a 2-group, but this was merely to simplify calculations and plays no real part.
Example 3.4. There exists a fully transitive (and hence socle-regular) group that is not commutator socle-regular.
Proof. Let H be the finite group ha 1 i˚ha 2 i˚ha 3 i, where a i has order 2 i for i D 1; 2; 3. Let e i i denote the canonical projection of H onto a i ; let ij , i < j , be the forward shift mapping a i 7 ! 2 j i a j and denote by j i , j > i, the back-ward shift mapping a j 7 ! a i . Setˆto be the subring of E.H / generated by the set ¹e 11 ; .e 22 C e 33 /; 12 ; 13 ; 21 ; 23 ; 31 ; 32 º. It is easy to check that the ring generators are linearly independent of additive orders 2; 2 3 ; 2; 2; 2; 2 2 ; 2; 2 2 , so that additively they generate a subgroup of order 2 12 . Hennecke [14] has shown that this subring acts fully transitively on G and has order 2 13 , so that additivelyˆis not the direct sum of the subgroups generated by the elements listed above. However, the product 32 23 D 2e 22 is an element ofˆand it follows easily that the enlarged set S D ¹2e 22 ; e 11 ; .e 22 C e 33 /; 12 ; 13 ; 21 ; 23 ; 31 ; 32 º of linearly independent elements generates the ringˆadditively since the subgroup generated by S has order 2 13 . Hence to check the possible actions of commutators fromô n G, it suffices to consider commutators involving the elements of S . Moreover, since a commutator OE˛;ˇ D OEˇ;˛, we can reduce the calculations by half. On the other hand, a straightforward, but rather tedious, direct calculation -see the Appendix -shows that the commutators of the additive generators ofˆmap a 2 to either 0; 2a 2 or 4a 3 . It follows that the cyclic subgroup h2a 2 i is then mapped to 0 by the commutators ofˆ. Use Corner's realization result to construct a 2-group G such that 2 ! G D H and E.G/ acts on 2 ! G asˆ. It follows immediately that G is fully transitive, whence by [5, Theorem 0.3] it is socle-regular. Furthermore, the action of E.G/ assures that the subgroup h2a 2 i is commutator invariant in G. However, the socle of h2a 2 i is just the subgroup itself since a 2 has order 4 but
so that h2a 2 i is not a socle of the form .2˛G/OE2 for any infinite˛; since it is clearly not of the form .2 n G/OE2 for any finite n, we conclude that G is not commutator socle-regular, as required.
Nevertheless, in some specific cases, the concepts do coincide. As usual, for each cardinal Ä 0, the Ä-power subgroup G .Ä/ denotes the direct sum L Ä G of Ä copies of G. Proof. In view of [8, Theorem 2.4] , it suffices to obtain only the equivalence (ii) , (v). The implication (v) ) (ii) is trivial, and the reverse implication follows easily from Proposition 2.2 above.
A direct consequence is the following: Corollary 3.6. If G is a commutator socle-regular group, then G .Ä/ is commutator socle-regular for any Ä 0.
Proof. As we have seen above, every commutator socle-regular group is socleregular. Thus [5] applies to show that G .Ä/ is socle-regular. We now employ Theorem 3.5 to conclude that this Ä-power group is commutator socle-regular, as desired.
Another consequence is that summands of commutator socle-regular groups need not be again commutator socle-regular. Proof. Let G be the socle-regular group from Example 3.1 above, which is not commutator socle-regular. However, it follows from Theorem 3.5 that G˚G is commutator socle-regular.
Nevertheless, in a certain specific case the following direct summand property holds:
Theorem 3.8. Suppose that A D G˚H and H is separable. Then A is commutator socle-regular if, and only if, G is commutator socle-regular.
Proof. Suppose that G is commutator socle-regular and X is a commutator invariant subgroup of A. If min A .X OEp/ is finite, then, by Proposition 2.8, we have that XOEp D .p n A/OEp for some finite n. So, supposing min A .X OEp/ is infinite, then XOEp Ä .p ! A/OEp D .p ! G/OEp, as H is separable. However, X is a commutator invariant subgroup of A and so X OEp is a commutator invariant subgroup of A which is actually contained in G. Since endomorphisms of G extend trivially to endomorphisms of A, it is easy to see that X OEp is actually a commutator invariant subgroup of G and so X OEp D .p G/OEp for some ordinal . Thus We finish with a question which we have not been able to resolve at this stage.
Question. Does there exist a commutator socle-regular group of length ! 2 ; in particular, is the restriction on the ordinal˛in Theorem 2.12 (iii) necessary?
A Appendix
Calculations for Example 3.1. Let A be the finite group A D hai˚hbi, where a has order 2 and b has order 8. Letˆdenote the subring of the full endomorphism ring generated by the automorphisms. It is known from [12] thatˆhas order 32 and the elements ofˆcan be labeled as ¹Â 1 ; Â 2 ; Â 3 ; Â 4 º ( D˙1;˙3) and if ; 2 ¹˙1;˙3º, then is even; in particular, if 2 ¹˙1;˙3º, then 1 is even.
Our objective is to show that for every commutator OE˛;ˇ, where˛;ˇ2ˆ, we have that OE˛;ˇ.a/ D 0. Clearly we may reduce the amount of calculation by noting that OE˛;ˇ D OEˇ;˛. (ii) Commutators of the form OEÂ 2 ; Â j (j 2) with ; 2 ¹˙1;˙3º: Thus we have that all commutators involving pairs of mappings Â map a 7 ! 0. Now consider the corresponding situation for the mappings . Thus we have that all commutators involving pairs of mappings map a 7 ! 0. Now consider the remaining "mixed" situations. 
